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MARK WILHELM

FROM THE PUBLISHER

Why All This Talk About Understanding
the Mission of NECU Member
Institutions as a Vocation?
Introduction: Lutheran Higher Education is Vocation-Based Education
The theme of the 2022

to meet the higher education needs of Lutheran young

Vocation of Lutheran Higher

adults. Even though that era is long over, Lutheran higher

Education Conference asks

education has only recently recovered vocation-based

the question, “Why all this talk

higher education as the authentic description of the mission

about vocation?” The answer:

of LHE. After presenting a description of what has been

We talk about vocation in the

recovered, I will then describe my sense that it is time review

Network of ELCA Colleges

and assess our commitment to vocation-based education.

and Universities because the

It has been approximately 50 years since the work began to

concept of vocation provides

recover the Lutheran Reformation’s understanding of voca-

an accurate understanding of

tion-based education. After five decades, it is time to take

the mission of the institutions in our community. Lutheran

stock, address shortcomings, correct missteps, and place

higher education (LHE) is vocation-based education. So,

ourselves in a stronger position to reaffirm our common

why all the talk? We do so because, for the Lutheran

commitment to vocation-based higher education.

intellectual and educational tradition, the mission of
a college or university is rooted in and explained by
the concept of vocation. LHE, properly understood and
implemented, is vocation-based education.
The received understanding of Lutheran higher education

Vocation-Based Education: Higher
Education in a Lutheran Key
We begin with an overview of vocation-based education

as a service for Lutherans is an artifact of the era of

as the authentic expression of LHE by employing a simple

European Lutheran immigration. Lutheran colleges and

musical metaphor. Even as the selected key, major or minor,

universities were all founded in that era as service agencies

sets the tone and is the musical foundation for a song, the
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concept of vocation sets the tone and is the conceptual

Second, vocation-based education defines education

foundation for the mission of LHE. Practices central to a

as the community calling individuals to discover their

vocation-based mission in higher education as conceived in

purpose in life and how they can use their education

the 16th century Lutheran reformation are these:

to benefit others as well as themselves; to serve the

First, education is to be available to the entire

neighbor and contribute to the common good. Education

community. The Lutheran movement of reform in 16th

is not just about receiving knowledge but about the use

century Europe was not just about reform of religion

of knowledge and about developing an understanding of

and the church. It was also about the reform of society.

the communal obligations that come with knowledge.

One of the hallmarks of the reform of society brought

Vocation-based education certainly enables students to

about by the Lutheran reformation was an insistence

fulfill their personal needs and wishes, but vocation-based

that education should be provided to the community

education also enables students to discover a sense of

as a whole—including the revolutionary argument for

purpose through discerning how their lives will benefit the

the education of women—instead of just the wealthy

common good. A commitment to educating students to

through private tutors or through training for church

live meaningful, purposeful lives that benefit the common

leadership in monasteries. Access to education for the

good as well as the individual is a defining practice of

whole community is a core practice of LHE, rooted in the

vocation-based education. We have come to discuss this

Lutheran Reformation of the 16th century.

practice often and in a variety of settings, such as this

Remember, as I mentioned earlier, that LHE is an
educational tradition that was the first to insist upon
education being available to the entire community.

annual conference and our engagement with the Network
for Vocation in Undergraduate Education.
Third, vocation-based education is holistic education.

Lutheranism taught that God wanted all to be educated,

It is education that engages the whole scope of human

giving the best opportunity to our cities and communities

knowledge and invites students as whole persons—body,

to thrive under wise leaders who would govern well. The

mind, and spirit, into learning. It is an education rooted in the

commitment is most polemically and brazenly resident in

liberal arts, and it is the prerequisite to education having the

an anecdote attributed to Martin Luther in which he is to

capacity described above, namely, to call students to under-

have said that he would prefer to be governed by a well-ed-

stand that knowledge is to benefit the common good as well

ucated and wise Muslim than an uneducated, stupid

as the individual.

Christian. This was a bold statement about championing

A fourth practice of vocation-based education that

universal education in a time when the Ottoman Empire

receives less attention, even though it has been named in

was threatening to conquer Christian Europe.

conversations about vocation and higher education in our

Vocation-based education commits an institution to

Network of ELCA Colleges and Universities (NECU). This less

provide access to all, open to all, and is the foundation for

discussed practice is that a commitment to vocation-based

your institution’s freedom to be composed of persons from

education is an institutional commitment embodied in the

multiple backgrounds, as well as Lutherans, and to serve

practices of individuals. One of the reasons that NECU is

diverse constituencies as well as the constituency called

concerned to sponsor “all this talk about vocation,” including

the Lutheran church. Because it is a Lutheran institution

these annual conferences, is to encourage your college or

of higher education, your mission is to educate whoever

university to understand and claim that, as an institution, it

constitutes your institution’s community. Embracing voca-

has a vocation and that its vocation is fulfilled when students

tion-based education as an institutional commitment is to

discover their vocations. If I were to turn the question posed

embrace the foundational rationale for the demographic,

on the cover of our conference program into a declara-

personnel and enrollment changes that have occurred

tive statement, it would read, “We have all this talk about

over the last seventy-five years at ELCA-related institu-

vocation because NECU member colleges and universities

tions and for your current mission to serve a diversity of

should understand that their institutions have a vocation as

key constituencies.

surely as students, faculty, staff, and administrators do.
7

It is easy to avoid developing and sustaining an institu-

Vocation-based education—an institutional commit-

tional commitment to vocation-based education by reducing

ment to community-wide, holistic education that calls

the vocation-based education to one, often optional, tool—

students to use knowledge for the common good as well

typically co-curricular programming—for assisting with the

as personal benefit—defines the mission of Lutheran

education of students. My friend, David Cunningham, who is

higher education. Resting on this foundation supports

director of NetVUE, does exactly that in his chapter, “Colleges

the delivery of an educational excellence. Doing so also

Have Callings, Too: Vocational Reflection at the Institutional

protects institutions against forces favoring the commod-

Level,” which is found in NetVUE’s second volume of

ification of education or those who would encourage your

scholarly articles, Vocation Across the Academy: A New

institution to succumb to educational fads.

Vocabulary for Higher Education. David argues in his chapter,
that colleges and universities should add the richness of
ments. Even as a student’s education can be enhanced by

Toward New Work and Correcting
Things Not Done Well or Ignored

exposure to vocational reflection, so too, David suggests,

Having offered an overview of higher education in a

vocational reflection at the institutional level can enhance a

Lutheran key, let us now turn to my belief that it is time

college or university’s understanding of its mission.

to review and assess our work in reclaiming an under-

vocational reflection to their development of mission state-

standing of LHE as vocation-based education.
This review and assessment must be done not because

“Vocation-based education—an institutional

we erred when we recovered the theological concept of

commitment to community-wide, holistic

vocation as the driver of the mission of LHE. Instead, we

education that calls students to use knowledge

must do so because we have work left undone, despite

for the common good as well as personal
benefit—defines the mission of Lutheran
higher education.”

all the efforts in recent decades to restore and reclaim
vocation-based education. This new work will include
confessing and correcting mistakes and shortcomings
made along the way in the movement to restore vocation
to its central place. Taking-up work left undone, as well
as confessing and correcting our past missteps, will allow

For LHE, David’s suggestion, while praiseworthy, is an

us to more completely affirm and more deeply embrace

example of reducing vocation to a programmatic applica-

vocation-based education as the shared mission of our

tion of the concept that keeps the concept of vocation from

community of higher education.

defining the institution’s calling, purpose, and mission. It
provides a way of thinking helpfully about the mission; it
does not define the mission. And it does not truly express
what it means to claim that “institutions have a calling,

By my lights, we should address several constructive and
corrective tasks. There may be more that other could identify.
First, let me turn to the constructive work we still need
to do.

too.” For LHE, the calling or vocation of an institution of
higher education to hold in trust a commitment to vocation-

A. Constructive Work

based education. An institution’s vocation is not to use

A major task for NECU is the creation of a comprehen-

vocational reflection occasionally as an adjunct to strategic

sive list and definitions of key subsidiary vocation-based

planning by its trustees—although that is good to do—nor

educational practices. The purpose is not to restrict or

is it to provide vocational reflection opportunities for its

dictate your individual institution’s programs. Your insti-

students—although that is also important to do. For LHE,

tutions will continue to embody vocation-based education

the calling or vocation of a college or university is to

in a variety of ways. Nonetheless, it would be helpful if we

ensure that its total educational mission, curricular and

could develop a list and definitions of high-level, subsidiary

co-curricular, is vocation-based education.

practices for our shared mission.

8
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Several of your institutions have created such lists,
sometimes for internal coaching or professional development programming and sometimes for marketing and
communications purposes. Rooted and Open: The Common
Call of the Network of ELCA Colleges and Universities also
discusses key, high-level practices of LHE. We have,
however, never developed and agreed upon a list as the
Network of ELCA Colleges and Universities. Our collective
enterprise would be enhanced by a shared list.
Some of the practices that would certainly be included are:
Humility in the fulfillment of our vocation. We approach
our academic mission to educate for vocation not with
arrogance but with a spirit of humility, always open to
testing our commitments and ideas with insights from
others. A Lutheran understanding of humility requires not a
spirit of personal degradation but a willingness to recognize
the interests and needs of others. Humility involves not
putting oneself down but lifting another up. The concept
of humility in the task of education is closely related to
vocation-based education’s core practice of education
as a calling to understand knowledge as a benefit for the
common good as well as one’s own interests.

Reformation’s reform of society extended this freedom to
schools free of coercion and reprisal.
Other nominees. One surely would be the conviction
that interfaith relationships enrich learning, as in the
description of the Bernard Christensen legacy at
Augsburg University. Care for the earth as well as human
community would be another, as would be a welcoming
spirit of hospitality in the exercise of higher education.
Whatever the list’s content, an agreed upon list with
common definitions would helpfully provide a shared
vocabulary and ideals for our collective work.
Three other critiques of our recovery of vocation-based
education deserve further attention and public discussion.
“Vocation” as an intrusion of religion into higher
education. A standing critique of vocation-based education
is that it represents an inappropriate and potentially
dangerous intrusion of religion into higher education.
Widespread interest in considering vocational reflection as
a tool for higher education has not eliminated the distrust
felt by some about borrowing any theological concept to
inform educational practice. NECU should foster more

A spirit of service. Service, within and without the campus

dialogue about the congruity between the ideals of the

and engaged in humility for the sake of the common good

academy and the educational ideals of the Lutheran intel-

is a principal feature of vocation-based education.

lectual tradition. This dialogue should include an honest

Freedom of inquiry and expression. The questioning of
received knowledge as well as an openness to exploring
new learnings, all without fear, must make a shared list.
As expressed in Pacific Lutheran University’s statement
about what it calls the “core elements” of LHE, all need

assessment of the sad history of the Christian churches
attempt to limit free inquiry in higher education and a
clearer articulation of the protections for free inquiry and
academic autonomy afforded by the Lutheran intellectual
and educational tradition.

to recall that the modern notion of academic freedom

Privilege. Some object that a commitment to vocation-based

is not rooted in secular sources but in the intellectual

education is an arrogant exercise in privilege. The earliest

tradition springing from the Lutheran reform of education

commentary on this issue that I am aware of was made

in the 16th century. I will add that no straight line exists

by the theologian Robert McAfee Brown, in his 1961 book,

from 16th century Germany to the modern academy, but

The Spirit of Protestantism. Brown notes, as do contemporary

as the PLU statement states: “…It was the 16th century

critics, that a sense of vocation in one’s daily work is not

Lutheran reformers who first advanced the notion that

readily shared by those whose work is drudgery and whose

freedom from coercion or reprisal was the singular

lives in general have no time for reflection about vocation. A

condition in which teaching, learning, and research could

response to this critique requires recognizing and admitting

take place.” A concern academic freedom was derived

that our engagement with vocation-based is a luxury by

from the foundational Lutheran theological conviction

the world’s standards. But all aspects of private, residen-

about the freedom of the Christian person. The Lutheran

tial, liberal arts-based higher education are a privilege in
9

today’s world. We must redouble efforts to acknowledge the

Affirming the diversity of our institutions and redoubling

obligation that having this privilege imposes on us. We must

our commitments to diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice

commit ourselves to enhancing the common good, including

in vocation-based education.

the promotion of economic justice. We must also better
describe that the Lutheran concept of vocation, at its root,
defines the value and dignity of all human life and activity. It
is a claim that one’s primary vocation in life can be outside of
work-for-pay and that one can take pride in contributing to
society through less-than-desirable work (as my father did
at a furniture company after giving up his preferred work as
a dairy farmer) while finding one’s true vocation outside of

DEIJ. NECU institutions have embraced the movement
toward commonly known as diversity, equity, inclusion,
and justice in higher education. The embarrassment is
that our institutions did not make this move until external
forces pushed the agenda.
The Lutheran tradition is part of the larger Christian
movement, which at its best, has been a champion of what

work-for-pay.

we now call DEIJ. The biblical prophets’ call for economic

Secularists’ objections to God who calls. The critique is

but welcomes all, the biblical commands to offer hospitality,

that a commitment to vocation-based education is impos-

and the rejection of a second century proposal to eliminate

sible for those who do not accept the existence of God.

the diversity in the four gospels of the New Testament by

How can one practice vocation-based education if there

harmonizing them into a single narrative are all testimony

is no god who calls? The critique sometime contains an

that we should have received the message! We need to

implicit, adjunct charge to the more general critique that

confess that we should have been in the lead for DEIJ, not

vocation-based education is an inappropriate intrusion of

among those who reacted to calls from others.

religion into the academic enterprise of higher education.
It is true that, in Christianity, the one who calls is God

justice, the Christian insistence that God shows no favorites

NECU should more actively confess our past failures
related to DEIJ and double-down on our new commitments.

through Christ. In the Lutheran church and its theology,

Notable African American alumni of NECU institutions

Christians are to discern how God is calling them to

have universally commented in conversations with me that,

live. In Lutheranism, this discernment always occurs

although they are deeply grateful for their education and

in community. That insight about the role of community

the opportunity to attend a NECU college or university, they

in discerning one’s vocation provides a response to the

never felt truly welcomed or part of their college or university

critique that vocation requires a caller. Those involved with

community as a student. They urge a clear-eyed look at our

LHE, but who are not Christian or theistic, are not required

past and an ever-stronger contemporary commitment to DEIJ.

to affirm that God is calling them to their vocation. They

In the effort to more fully embrace DEIJ, we should

should, however, come to understand that we are all

continue to take full advantage of the resources provided

in some form of community and that the voice of our

by secular agencies and the best of our political ideals

community has a role in discerning our vocation. None

about equality. We should, however, remember that we

of us is self-generated. The “community” of our parents

have a resource richer than the insistence on equal rights.

gifted us with life, and the ongoing gifts of community,

The Lutheran tradition, along with others in the religious

including assistance with vocational discernment, remain

community, calls for DEIJ based on what Dr. King called “the

important for us all.

beloved community.” The answer to racism and injustice

We have, however, underplayed this insight in our work.
We must strengthen it the future.

B. Corrective Work
In the future, NECU must also address those things

lies more in embracing the trajectory of the moral arc of the
university bending toward justice and living into the beloved
community than mere assertion of political rights. We have
much to offer through living out our vocation as LHE.

we have avoided or minimized despite the existence of

Diverse Constituencies/Multiple Vocations. In our effort

resources in the Lutheran intellectual tradition for the

to reclaim a shared vocation to vocation-based education,

work. Two concerns stand out for immediate attention:

it has been too easy to forget that this common calling

10
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or vocation is lived out in specific places and contexts,

with diverse constituencies is not a necessity, but a college

resulting in a rich diversity of institutionally specific

or university should also not feel compelled to hide or

missions. By failing to emphasize the diversity of missions

mask its NECU identity.

rooted in the shared work and mission of NECU institutions,

NECU has committed itself in its recently adopted

we have inadvertently failed to recognize and celebrate how

strategic plan to improve our collective understanding of

our 27 distinctive institutions serve a wide array of publics,

the richly diverse expressions of Lutheran identity among

bringing different expressions of the gifts of LHE to many.

NECU institutions. It’s a first, albeit overdue, step toward

By failing to actively celebrate the diversity among its

repairing this lapse in shared work.

institutions, NECU has failed to tutor our member institutions that they need not bracket their Lutheran identity when
reaching out to their diverse constituencies. NECU should

Conclusion

help member institutions to understand that their Lutheran

In all our future work, fostering a kinder and gentler attitude

affiliation invites service to a diversity of constituencies.

in our conversations about embracing a common calling to

Serving a variety of constituencies is as much a measure

vocation-based education will be important. The concept

of a college or university’s “Lutheran-ness” as is a NECU

is quite foreign to many people as an organizing principle

member’s service to the Lutheran community. A college

for high education, and we need to be kind in our effort to

or university does not need abandon or bracket a Lutheran

restore LHE’s original focus on vocation-based education.

identity when serving non-Lutheran constituencies. The

As I noted above, we must recognize that many in the

vocation to do so is baked into a Lutheran affiliation. We

academy distrust drawing on any theological concepts or

should have made this truth clearer in describing the

religious traditions as resources for higher education owing

openness of LHE in NECU’s statement, Rooted and Open.

to the occasionally foolish—even arrogant and astonishingly

Making use of an undeveloped resource within the

parochial—actions by the churches who have sponsored

Lutheran intellectual tradition could help us learn to

higher education in the United States. Hence, some persons

celebrate serving diverse communities as an integral

will have difficulty with the concept of vocation and oppose

part of an institution of LHE. The contemporary Lutheran

using the term. Even persons coming from a Christian

insight that individuals have multiple vocations should

perspective have difficulty with vocation-based education

be extrapolated to describe the vocation of a Lutheran

because of they (mistakenly) fear it represents a lukewarm

institution’s relationship with multiple constituencies.

version of LHE, education that is sort-of Lutheran without

I have multiple vocations: I am a husband, a pastor, a

being too Lutheran. Vocation-based education’s Lutheran

higher education bureaucrat, a registered member of the

authenticity is not self-evident even to some who come to

democratic party, and member of St. Luke’s Lutheran

higher education out of a Christian commitment. So, the

Church of Logan Square in Chicago. Each vocation is

difficulty is felt by persons at our institutions from within the

distinctive. In each role I have different tasks, but they are

academy and from persons active in the Lutheran church

all founded on the vocation to which God has called me. I

as well as the academy. Leaning into an understanding of

did not need to tell the Broadway Democrats (where I was

LHE as vocation-based education is a long-term project. We

a member while living in New York) that I was a Christian

need a gentile perspective as we pursue the task.

and that I understood my Democratic Party membership to

Our journey as the Network of ELCA Colleges and

be an expression of my vocation as a disciple of Jesus, but

Universities has only recently begun. As we strive to reclaim

I also did not need to hide it. In the same way, a college or

a living heritage for higher education bequeathed to us from

university can be member of NECU and affiliated with the

the 16th century Lutheran Reformation, we have incomplete

ELCA (or ELCIC) while at the same time relating to other

work to conclude, mid-course corrections to execute, and

groups and communities with other educational interests

some new work to take-up as we continue to live into the

without in any way abandoning or needing to bracket its

500-year-old intellectual and educational tradition of LHE.

Lutheran institutional identity. Sharing that identity directly
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